INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

Two single-stranded nucleic acid strands (either RNA or DNA) can anneal to each other via Watson--Crick base pairing if the two strands have a region of complementary bases. In canonical annealing, at least one strand has a free end and can therefore wrap around the other strand, generating a helical structure. An alternative form of hybridization is when two closed stem-loop nucleic acid sequences without a free 3′ and 5′ end hybridize via their single-stranded loop region, which is called kissing-loop annealing. This phenomenon was first described for RNA--RNA loops and was later extended to DNA--DNA loops ([@B1],[@B2]). RNA--RNA kissing interaction is especially of great biological importance, e.g. as an intermediate step in the dimerization of the RNA genomes of the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) ([@B3]) and the hepatitis C virus ([@B4]). Due to the medical importance of this RNA--RNA interaction, a series of investigations of the structure and properties of these kissing complexes have been performed ([@B5]--[@B7]). In contrast, knowledge about DNA--DNA kissing complexes is still rudimentary. DNA--DNA kissing complexes have been proposed as fuel for DNA devices (e.g., DNA nanobots) because if the sequences of the stem-loop structures are adequately designed, the DNA--DNA kissing complex is metastable and can be converted into a regular, more stable DNA duplex, which has much lower free energy. Thus, both in nature and in nanotechnology so far, the kissing-loop is only an intermediate on the path to a classical nucleic acid-nucleic acid duplex. In contrast, we chose an approach in which the DNA--DNA kissing complex cannot further hybridize into a longer duplex. This was achieved by adding stem-loop sequences to the vertices of DNA tetrahedrons and will preserve the reversibility of the kissing-loop complex because only the short stretch of hybridized nucleotides in the kissing complex has to be melted into two single loops.

The DNA tetrahedrons that were first designed by Goodman *et al*. ([@B8]) in 2004 were very stable against environmental influences and physiological conditions, as has been demonstrated in living mammalian cells and in blood ([@B9],[@B10]). These tetrahedrons therefore represent promising structures for nanotechnological applications, such as use as a shuttle for drugs ([@B11],[@B12]) or as an imaging material for tissue analysis ([@B13]). Furthermore, the assembly of tetrahedrons is relatively simple ([@B14]--[@B17]). Each tetrahedron can be modified in terms of size and the relative lengths of the edges ([@B14]). Further modifications include covalent linkage or reversible binding of molecules such as nanogold ([@B15]) or proteins to the tetrahedron, without interfering with its assembly ([@B16],[@B17]). However, the application of DNA tetrahedrons might be increased if it was possible to build a complex of several tetrahedrons. This concept has only been realized by unspecific accumulation ([@B18]--[@B20]) and linear complex formation ([@B21]). In this study, we functionalized the tetrahedrons with specific stem-loop sequences located at the vertices of the tetrahedron to allow specific complex formation enabled by kissing-loop interaction of the single-stranded loops. We also characterized the influence of different factors, like the favored hybridizing sequences within the loop, the ionic concentration and the temperature of the surrounding milieu, on the yield and stability of the resulting complexes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#SEC2}
=====================

Construction of functionalized DNA tetrahedrons {#SEC2-1}
-----------------------------------------------

DNA oligonucleotides were synthesized; 5′-phosphorylated, if required (for the construction of covalently closed tetrahedrons); and purified by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) by biomers.net GmbH, followed by dissolution in deionized water to attain a concentration of 100 μM. The sequences of the oligonucleotides used in this study are listed in Supplementary Table S1. They combine sequences leading to the stem-loop parts of the tetrahedrons ([@B22]--[@B24]) with sequences leading to a rigid DNA tetrahedron scaffold ([@B14]), linked by two adenine nucleotides that do not hybridize in the final structure. These newly combined sequences were checked for unwanted secondary structures using the Nupack web server (available at <http://www.nupack.org/>).

Preparation of functionalized DNA tetrahedrons {#SEC2-2}
----------------------------------------------

Tetrahedrons were built by mixing the four composing oligonucleotide strands to a final concentration of 2 μM each and by annealing via heating to 95°C for 2 min and fast cooling (within 1 min) to 4°C in TAE/Mg^2+^ buffer (40 mM Tris, 19 mM acetic acid, 1 mM EDTA and 12.5 mM magnesium acetate, pH 8 ([@B22])). If ligation was required, NEB Quick Ligation Reaction Buffer was added for the annealing and T4 DNA ligase (Thermo Scientific, 0.5 Weiss units/μl) afterward for the enzymatic reaction. After incubation for 1 h at 16°C, Proteinase K (Carl Roth, 2 μg/μl) was added for 30 min at 37°C.

Kissing-loop interaction between functionalized DNA tetrahedrons {#SEC2-3}
----------------------------------------------------------------

If not otherwise specified, loop--loop hybridization reaction was performed on ice or at room temperature by mixing equimolar quantities of tetrahedrons to a final tetrahedron concentration of 2 μM in TAE/Mg^2+^. To determine the influence of different cations on kissing-loop stability, TA buffer (40 mM Tris and 19 mM acetic acid) was used with or without the addition of magnesium chloride (Mg^2+^), calcium chloride (Ca^2+^) or zinc chloride (Zn^2+^) instead of TAE/Mg^2+^ buffer for tetrahedron assembly and the kissing reaction. Ligated tetrahedrons were mixed to a final concentration of 1 μM in TAE/Mg^2+^.

Native gel electrophoresis {#SEC2-4}
--------------------------

Kissing complexes and monomeric tetrahedrons (as controls) were analyzed by native PAGE using a gel-running buffer identical to the respective hybridization buffer. The sample buffers (3×) for native gel electrophoresis contained 25% glycerol, 0.2% bromophenol blue, 0.2% xylene cyanol FF, 50 mM Tris--HCl (pH 8), and respective bivalent ions at the final indicated concentration. Gels were stained by silver staining or with GelStar^®^ Nucleic Acid Gel Stain (Lonza). For the latter fluorescence staining, the GelStar^®^ was diluted 10 000× in deionized water. The silver-staining protocol was modified according to Sanguinetti *et al*. ([@B25]) (Supplementary Table S2). To characterize the thermal stability of different kissing complexes, gels were run at different temperatures, as adjusted by circulating water through the gel chamber (Whatman Multigel-Long, Biometra) and a thermostat. For statistical evaluation, the staining intensity was quantified by using ImageJ image analysis software (available at <http://imagej.nih.gov/ij>) and the AIDA Image Analyzer (Raytest).

RESULTS {#SEC3}
=======

A DNA tetrahedron can be mono-functionalized at a vertex by stem-loop sequences {#SEC3-1}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The properties of DNA allow the construction of various structures, including 3-dimensional (3D) ones, in addition to the well-known DNA helix. A principle underlying the building of such non-canonical structures is that base pairing is not continuous; rather, strands cross each other, or the DNA is bent to allow complementary base pairing in a different spatial orientation, e.g. with a different strand. This is the case not only for naturally occurring Holliday junctions ([@B26]) or artificial DNA origamis ([@B27]--[@B29]) but also for DNA tetrahedrons. Whereas the edges are formed by a DNA double helix, three short single-stranded regions are present at the vertices. In the case of a previously successfully built DNA tetrahedron ([@B14]), those three single-stranded regions were composed of only a single adenosine (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In the present study, we wanted to exploit the possibility of functionalizing the vertices of such tetrahedrons with stem-loop sequences. Stem-loops are very common in living systems and are found in single-stranded DNA or, more often, in RNA molecules. The so-called kissing-loop base pairing between two adequately designed loops should control the interaction of DNA tetrahedrons; for this reason, the stem region was chosen to be long enough (10 bp) to prevent denaturation of the tetrahedron caused by mechanical strain based on hybridization, as shown for RNA kissing of hairpins ([@B30]). To start simple, we asked whether it is possible to modify one strand to yield a DNA tetrahedron with one attached stem-loop at one vertex (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). This structure was indeed built by annealing of four oligonucleotides. The functionalized DNA tetrahedron migrated as a single band in a native gel, with slower migration than that of the unfunctionalized tetrahedron (Figure [1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, lane 3 versus lane 2). By using equimolar amounts of all four strands, the structure assigned as a tetrahedron was formed, with high yield. If this formed structure was covalently closed by ligation using 5′-phosphorylated oligonucleotides and T4 DNA ligase, it was resistant to digestion with exonuclease III (ExoIII) (the structures shown in Figure [1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"} were treated in this way), demonstrating that the tetrahedron was correctly assembled. It was also possible to form the mono-functionalized tetrahedron with a different sequence in the loop region (Figure [1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, lane 5).

![Tetrahedrons and mono-functionalized tetrahedrons. (**A**) Schematic drawing of an unfunctionalized DNA tetrahedron composed of strands (1--4), highlighting the unpaired nucleotides present in all strands at the vertices. (**B**) Schematic drawing of a mono-functionalized DNA tetrahedron with a stem-loop element (of 10 bp and 20 nt) integrated into strand (4), with two flanking unpaired nucleotides (adenines). (**C**) 3D simulation of the mono-functionalized tetrahedron shown in (B), performed with the open-source 3D modeling and simulation program NanoEngineer-1 (Nanorex, Inc.). (**D**) Native 6% PAGE (silver stain) analysis of the unmodified and two different mono-functionalized tetrahedrons (after ligation and ExoIII treatment). Whereas the stem sequence is the same for all stem-loop elements, two complementary loop sequences (1 and 2) exist, as represented by differently shaded circles. The kissing-loop (KL) complex formed by tetrahedrons with complementary loops in the stem-loop elements in the presence of 11.5 mM Mg2+ is schematically shown on the right.](gkw014fig1){#F1}

Two mono-functionalized DNA tetrahedrons interact as a kissing-loop complex {#SEC3-2}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

The stem-loop DNA sequences of the two different DNA tetrahedrons described above were designed in such a way that both tetrahedrons could assemble by kissing-loop interaction. The two designed loop sequences were selected to be 20 nt long and completely complementary for improved kissing interaction, and the stem-forming sequence was the same for all stem-loop sequences (hairpin 1 and hairpin 2). This is schematically indicated by different shading in the figures (dark and light gray), and a detailed drawing is shown in the Supplementary Material (Supplementary Figure S1). Whereas the incubation of unfunctionalized tetrahedrons did not lead to dimeric or multimeric complex formation, as indicated by native gel electrophoresis, (Figure [1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, lane 6), we could indeed demonstrate effective kissing interaction after mixing the two different mono-functionalized tetrahedrons, as indicated by a shift in electrophoretic mobility (Figure [1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, lane 7).

Disassembly of kissing complexes by competition {#SEC3-3}
-----------------------------------------------

For DNA hairpins, it has been proposed that the distribution of the four different nucleobases influences the structure of a formed kissing complex ([@B23],[@B24]). Here, we used a loop with separated AT- and GC-rich regions, which should allow lateral kissing interaction ([@B24]). Irrespective of the structure of the kissing complex, complete hybridization of the loop sequence was predicted not to be possible, as several nucleotides would remain unengaged in base pairing. Therefore, we wanted to analyze the influence of the presence of free single-stranded DNA that was fully complementary to one of the two DNA loop sequences. In particular, we added a capping oligonucleotide composed of a tandem repeat of the sequence complementary to the 20-nt loop region of hairpin 1, separated by 40 thymidine nucleotides. As expected, the addition of this capping oligonucleotide to the tetrahedron with hairpin sequence 1 led to the appearance of a species with a higher molecular weight, whereas the free tetrahedron disappeared (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, lanes 1 and 2). Addition of the capping oligonucleotide to the tetrahedron with hairpin sequence 2 did not alter the electrophoretic mobility of this tetrahedron, indicating the absence of an interaction of this capping oligonucleotide with loop sequence 2, as expected (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, lanes 3 and 4). When the capping oligonucleotide was added during the hybridization reaction, performed by mixing the first tetrahedrons with hairpin 2 with the capping oligonucleotide and then adding this mixture to the tetrahedrons with hairpin 1, kissing-loop complex formation between the two tetrahedrons was impaired (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, lane 6). Therefore, we next asked whether the addition of the capping oligonucleotide would interfere with a pre-built kissing-loop complex as well. We tested the disintegration of the tetrahedron kissing complex via the addition of the capping oligonucleotide on ice and at 25°C. Whereas the kissing complex was stable on ice, we could measure a 21% decrease in the amount of the kissing complex after a temperature increase for 25 min (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, lanes 7--10). In a further experiment we analyzed the slow disintegration at 25°C in detail (Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). For this we extended the incubation time of capping oligonucleotide and kissing complex up to 48 h. Interestingly the main fraction of kissing complex was not disintegrated before 24 h incubation time. To investigate if the kissing complex and the tetrahedron-capping oligonucleotide are in an equilibrium, we incubated the complex of capping strand hybridized to tetrahedron hairpin 1 with tetrahedron hairpin 2 over 48 h, but the complex remained stable and no kissing complex was detected (Supplementary Figure S2). This might be an interesting effect in view of the possible application of kissing DNA tetrahedrons as a shuttle; the slow degradation of a kissing complex by the invasive strand might enable the slow release of potentially encapsulated molecules, as discussed later.

![The targeted disassembly of a kissing complex is triggered by the invasion of a capping oligonucleotide complementary to the loop sequence. (**A**) The kissing complex and the constituting tetrahedrons were incubated for 25 min with a 2-fold excess of capping oligonucleotide with complementarity to loop sequence hairpin 1. In the case of pre-incubation, the respective molecules are indicated by a box. Schematic drawings of the structures visible after native gel electrophoresis on 4% polyacrylamide gels (with 11.5 mM Mg2+) are indicated on the right. The experiment was performed at two different temperatures: on ice (lanes 7 and 9) or at 25°C (lanes 8 and 10). Tetrahedrons with empty circles indicate the position of monomeric tetrahedrons, irrespective of the nature of the loop sequence (1 or 2). (**B**) In an extended experiment at 25°C, it was possible to show the disintegration of the kissing complex (lane 2) as a slow one-way reaction over 48 h (0--48, lanes 3--16) by formation of a complex of tetrahedron hairpin 1 and capping strand (lane 1). The reaction starts at time point 0 h by addition of the capping oligonucleotide whereas a control sample without capping oligonucleotide was analyzed for each time point, too. Due to the slow kinetics the major fraction of kissing complex was only disassembled after more than 24 h.](gkw014fig2){#F2}

A DNA tetrahedron can be modified at multiple vertices by stem-loop sequences, and such molecules form kissing complexes {#SEC3-4}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The design of the tetrahedrons might also allow the functionalization of multiple vertices of one tetrahedron with stem-loop sequences. We decided to design tetrahedrons with one, two or three functionalized vertices and integrated the stem-loop sequences into different tetrahedron-composing strands, so that the resulting tetrahedrons would look as schematically shown in Figures [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. As described above, two types of stem-loop-forming sequences were used. Each tetrahedron was designed to contain either only loop sequence 1 or only loop sequence 2 (light and gray circles).

![Tetrahedrons with two or three stem-loops at their vertices can be assembled to form kissing complexes. (**A** and **B**) Schematic drawings of the tetrahedrons. Whereas the stem sequence is the same for all stem-loop elements, two complementary loop sequences (1 and 2) exist, as represented by differently colored circles (dark and light arrows) (Supplementary Figure S1). (**C**) Different DNA tetrahedrons, as schematically shown at the top of the lanes, were hybridized in the presence of 11.5 mM Mg2+ (representative result of at least three independent repetitions). Dimeric tetrahedron complexes are indicated by black triangles. Separation of monomeric tetrahedrons and kissing complexes was performed with a 4% polyacrylamide gel and was visualized by fluorescence staining.](gkw014fig3){#F3}

We were indeed able to assemble tetrahedrons with one, two or three functionalized vertices. Those structures migrated as a single band in a native gel, with decreasing electrophoretic mobility as the number of functionalized vertices increased (Figure [3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, lanes 1 and 2, 4 and 5, and 7 and 8). After ligase treatment, the structures were stable against exonuclease digest, demonstrating that all strands were ligated, which should only be possible if the tetrahedral structure is formed (Supplementary Figure S3). Next, we asked whether an interaction between the multi-functionalized tetrahedrons with loop sequences 1 and 2 is possible. As shown by native gel electrophoresis, the tetrahedrons functionalized at multiple vertices interacted (Figure [3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, lanes 3, 6 and 9). We were also able to establish tetrahedrons with further loop sequences (loop sequence hairpin 3 and the complementary loop sequence hairpin 4) that could hybridize with an identical kissing efficiency (Supplementary Figure S4A). Furthermore we could demonstrate kissing interaction of multifunctionalized tetrahedrons that exhibit a combination of different loop sequences. For this purpose we designed two tetrahedrons with two loops each, one functionalized with both hairpin 1 and hairpin 3 loop sequences and the other one with loop sequences hairpin 2 and 4 (Supplementary Figure S4B).

A DNA tetrahedron can be multi-functionalized at one vertex with up to three stem-loop sequences {#SEC3-5}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To further evaluate the potential of our approach, we designed tetrahedrons with two or three stem-loops located at the same vertex (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). As before, different tetrahedrons with complementary loop sequences were designed. Again, all stem-loop sequences were part of separate DNA strands with sequence directionality to allow multiple kissing events. The results indicate efficient formation of a distinct kissing complex for each tested tetrahedron incubated with its partner (Figure [4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). After having demonstrated the feasibility of our approach, we continued with an in-depth analysis.

![Tetrahedrons with two or three stem loops at the same vertex can be assembled to form kissing complexes. (**A**--**C**) Schematic drawings of the tetrahedrons with one stem-loop (A), two stem-loops (B) or three stem-loops (C) added to the same vertex, as observed from the top. (**D**) The use of two different loop sequences (represented by differently shaded circles) led to two complementary types of tetrahedrons (representative result of at least three independent repetitions). Interaction was analyzed in the presence of 11.5 mM Mg2+ by native 4% PAGE and fluorescence staining. Dimeric tetrahedron complexes are indicated by black triangles.](gkw014fig4){#F4}

The loop number and position influence kissing interaction and complex stability {#SEC3-6}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We next asked about the factors influencing the stability of kissing complexes. We first focused on the impact of the total number of loops per tetrahedron involved in kissing interaction. We started with loops positioned at one vertex of the tetrahedron and analyzed kissing-loop interaction between a tetrahedron with three loops and tetrahedrons with the complementary loop sequence and one, two or three stem-loops (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Although we already showed (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) that the three-looped tetrahedrons with complementary loop sequences hybridized, a priori prediction of whether an increased number of loops at one vertex would increase the complex stability or weakens the interaction was difficult. The presence of the three loops could lead to steric hindrance due to crowding at the vertex or to an enhancement of kissing interaction due to a higher concentration of hybridization partners in the same area. Interestingly, kissing complexes formed between the three-loop tetrahedron and the one-, two or three-looped tetrahedron with the complementary loop sequence. However, an improved conversion from monomer to kissing complex was observed when complementary loops were present in similar numbers, as in the two complementary three-loop tetrahedrons. We wanted to explore this effect in detail and thus continued working with tetrahedrons with three loops at the same vertex. However, we took advantage of a loop sequence consisting of 20 thymines ((dT)~20~). Tetrahedrons with such functionalization did not form a kissing complex with tetrahedrons with loop sequence 2 (Figure [6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). We substituted loop sequence 1 with poly(dT) loops, which resulted in varying numbers of complementary loops, whereas the total number of loops at the tetrahedron remained constant, and we tested kissing interaction with the same tetrahedron as before (Figure [6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, kissing complexes with the same electrophoretic mobility could be observed in all different combinations. Based on the migration distance in comparison with that of DNA markers and based on the fact that the kissing product, which involves only one pair of complementary loops, has to be a dimer, all kissing products in this experiment were also dimers. This is in line with the relatively small changes in electrophoretic mobility for different kissing-loop products originating from tetrahedrons with different numbers of loops, as observed before, demonstrating that all kissing products in this study were dimers of tetrahedrons. We next wanted to compare this hybridization involving tetrahedrons tri-functionalized at one vertex (Figure [6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) with kissing-loop interaction between tetrahedrons with three loops, each at a different vertex (Figure [6C](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). In both cases, the fraction of tetrahedrons involved in detectable kissing-loop interaction increased with the number of complementary loops and fewer substitutions with poly(dT) sequences. However, there was a difference in hybridization efficiency between tetrahedrons that had three stem-loops at the same vertex and tetrahedrons with loops located at different vertices. In comparison, in time-limited experiments, 53% of kissing product was measured for hybridization at one vertex and 17% was examined for hybridization of two three-loop tetrahedrons at different vertices. Such an effect of the position of the loops (at the same or different vertices) was also detectable with the tetrahedrons with poly(dT) loops. If the poly(dT) loop(s) was/were positioned at the same vertex as the complementary loop(s), less distinct product bands, accompanied by a detectable smear in the lanes, were observed, indicating a less stable interaction (Figure [6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"} versus C, lanes 1 and 2). Interestingly, tetrahedrons with no poly(dT) loops (Figure [6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, lane 3) showed a more distinct dimer band and a higher band intensity than the hybridization of tetrahedrons possessing two additional poly(dT) loops (Figure [6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"},[C](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, lane 1). Thus, the vicinity of stem-loops, as in the case of multi-functionalization at the same vertex, can improve the hybridization efficiency (faster hybridization and more stability during electrophoresis) if these loops can participate in kissing interaction. Otherwise, non-complementary loops lead to destabilization of kissing interaction, rendering this system tunable for applications.

![Kissing complexes arise from tetrahedrons with varying number of loops at the same vertex. Gel analysis of the formation of kissing complexes with respect to yield between one-, two- and three-loop tetrahedrons (light gray circles) and the complementary three-loop tetrahedron (dark gray circle) by native 8% PAGE in the presence of 11.5 mM Mg2+ (representative result of at least three independent repetitions). The dimeric tetrahedron complexes are indicated by black triangles.](gkw014fig5){#F5}

![The influence of additional non-complementary poly(dT) stem-loops on the tetrahedrons on kissing-loop formation. (**A**) Analysis of the possibility of kissing-loop interaction (lane 6) between a mono-functionalized tetrahedron with loop sequence 2 (dark gray, lane 5) and a mono-functionalized tetrahedron with a stem-loop sequence containing a (dT)20 loop (crossed circle, lane 4). As a control, kissing-loop formation by mono-functionalized tetrahedrons with loop sequences 1 (light gray) and 2 (dark gray) is shown (lanes 1--3). (**B**) Analysis of kissing-loop formation and the stability of the respective kissing complexes formed between a tetrahedron tri-functionalized at one vertex with loop sequence 2 and tri-functionalized tetrahedrons with one, two or three loop sequences (loop sequence 1) and two, one or zero (dT)20 loop sequences, respectively. (**C**) Analysis of kissing-loop formation by a tetrahedron with loops located at three different vertices. Similar to (B), a tri-functionalized tetrahedron with loop sequence 2 was hybridized to three tetrahedrons with one, two or three loop sequences (loop sequence 1) and respective substitution of loop sequence 1 with one or two (dT)20 loop sequences. The migration of dimeric tetrahedron complexes is marked by black triangles. The tetrahedrons with empty circles on the right side of the images indicate the position of monomeric tetrahedrons, irrespective of the nature of the loop sequence (1, 2 or (dT)20). All samples were analyzed by native 8% PAGE in the presence of 11.5 mM Mg2+ (representative result of at least three independent repetitions).](gkw014fig6){#F6}

Kissing complex stability at various temperatures {#SEC3-7}
-------------------------------------------------

The interaction of two tetrahedrons via three loops at different vertices opens the possibility of using this complex of tetrahedrons as a biocompatible shuttle for pharmaceutical applications. In the following experiments, we wanted to analyze further factors that influence the stability of kissing complexes. Temperature changes can exhibit stabilizing or destabilizing effects on DNA double strands, influencing the coaxial stacking within the helix in a sequence-dependent manner ([@B31]). Similar effects are also observed for kissing complexes ([@B32]). At room temperature, the HIV-1 RNA kissing complex is formed in a thermodynamically metastable state, and coaxial stacking stabilizes the complex, which can only be disrupted by binding of the protein NCp7 or artificial induction by increasing the temperature ([@B33]). We could achieve the formation of a DNA kissing complex at 25°C. To analyze the effect of temperature on kissing tetrahedron dimers, temperature assays were conducted below 25°C, between 30°C and 35°C, and at physiologically relevant temperatures (from 35°C to 40°C and from 40°C to 45°C). The tested complexes were formed between two tetrahedrons with one loop each, two tetrahedrons with two loops and two tetrahedrons with three loops. Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates the effect of increasing the temperature on the disintegration of kissing complexes to form monomeric tetrahedrons, as indicated by a band shift from kissing complex to monomer. The monomeric band intensified at increased temperatures, whereas the kissing complex band faded. This effect was diminished for complexes with higher numbers of loops, and the kissing complex formed by two tetrahedrons with three loops each showed the highest persistence against a temperature increase. Thus, we could demonstrate a dependency between loop numbers, which heighten the probability of forming several kissing-loops, and the resulting temperature resistance. Interestingly, a temperature increase led to the formation of an intermediate before total disintegration at higher temperatures (Figure [7A](#F7){ref-type="fig"}, rectangle).

![The temperature stability of the DNA kissing complex depends on the number of stem-loops. Three different sets of KL complexes of tetrahedrons with varying numbers of loops positioned at different vertices were analyzed on native 4% polyacrylamide gels containing 11.5 mM Mg2+ at temperatures ranging from below 25°C to 45°C. (**A**) Analysis of the electrophoretic migration behavior of the mixture of structures present at below 25°C (left lane), at 30--35°C (middle lane) and at 35--40°C (right lane) for the given kissing dimers. Intermediate structures are boxed. (**B**) The percentage of stable kissing complexes was calculated by measuring the changes in the band intensity of the kissing complex and the monomer at rising temperatures. The mean values (bars), including the standard deviation (error bars) of at least three independent measurements, are depicted. The asterisks indicate the significance level: *t*-test, \**P* \< 0.05, \*\**P* \< 0.001 and \*\*\**P* \< 0.0001.](gkw014fig7){#F7}

Kissing complex stability at various ionic concentrations {#SEC3-8}
---------------------------------------------------------

The omission of Mg^2+^ during gel electrophoresis of kissing complexes formed in the presence of Mg^2+^ led to disintegration of the kissing complexes. Monovalent K^+^ was not (at least at an equimolar concentration) an adequate substitute for the bivalent ion Mg^2+^ (Supplementary Figure S5). However, only Mg^2+^ was used in previous DNA--DNA kissing-loop studies ([@B2],[@B22],[@B34]). Therefore, we considered the effect of other bivalent cations, namely, Ca^2+^ and Zn^2+^. Again, we used complementary tetrahedrons with one, two or three loops at different vertices and used different concentrations of Mg^2+^, Ca^2+^ and Zn^2+^ during kissing-loop formation and gel electrophoresis (Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, kissing complexes could be formed with Mg^2+^, Ca^2+^ and Zn^2+^. However, as was the case when analyzing the effect of a temperature increase (Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}), this analysis also showed fewer kissing-loop products when less loops were available for a possible interaction. This was observed with all three cations at all three tested concentrations (0.625, 1.25 and 11.5 mM) (Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). Additionally, effects on kissing-loop stability provoked by the tested three ions (Mg^2+^, Ca^2+^ and Zn^2+^) were observable and were especially prominent under defined conditions. Whereas at high ionic concentrations, it could be concluded that the one-loop tetrahedron complexes are best stabilized by magnesium ions, rather than Ca^2+^ ions and Zn^2+^ ions, at low cation concentrations, a slightly more favorable effect of Mg^2+^ ions could be deduced for the di- and tri-functionalized tetrahedrons. A low bivalent cation concentration had an especially strong impact on kissing-loop stability in the case of Zn^2+^. No distinct kissing product band was observed for the one-loop tetrahedrons at 0.625 mM Zn^2+^, and only faint bands were visible on polyacrylamide gels for the two-loop tetrahedrons and the three-loop tetrahedrons at the same Zn^2+^ concentration. A kissing product band for the one-loop tetrahedron was first distinguishable at 1.25 mM Zn^2+^ (Supplementary Figure S6). In summary, we could demonstrate higher resistance against changes in the ionic concentration for complexes formed with tetrahedrons with increased numbers of loops that can be involved in kissing interaction.

![The kissing complex stability at various concentrations of bivalent cations depends on the number of possibly interacting loops. Kissing interaction was performed between two complementary types of tetrahedrons with one, two or three loops at different vertices in the presence of increasing concentrations of different ions. All gel electrophoretic analyses were performed below 25°C. The two types of complementary loops are represented by light gray or dark gray circles. The tested cation concentrations were 0.625, 0.125 and 11.5 mM (from left to right). The yield of kissing product as a percentage was determined by measuring the band intensity of the monomer and the kissing complex. The mean values (bars), including standard deviation (error bars) of at least three independent measurements, are depicted. The asterisks indicate the significance level: \**P* \< 0.05, \*\**P* \< 0.001 and \*\*\**P* \< 0.0001.](gkw014fig8){#F8}

Characterization of the kissed loop region {#SEC3-9}
------------------------------------------

In canonical Watson--Crick duplexes mismatches reduce the double strand stability. The sequences of the loops of hairpin 1 and 2 are designed such that in principle kissing interaction could take place over the whole complementary loop region. However, it is not expected, that base pairing will include all nucleotides. We wanted to identify the favored hybridization sequence within the loop sequence. For that we designed three loop species of hairpin 1 for which we changed 6 nt at either one of the two lateral regions (the A-T rich and the G-C rich region) or the central loop region (Figure [9A](#F9){ref-type="fig"}). If those regions were involved in kissing interactions with hairpin 2 the changes would lead to mismatches, decreasing the stability of the kissing complex of the tetrahedrons with hairpin 2 and the tetrahedrons with hairpin 1 variants.

![Characterization of the kissing complex by mismatch analyses. (**A**) Schematic representation of the stem-loop sequences used for functionalization in this experiment. On the right next to hairpin 2: hairpin 1 with highlighted characteristics, on the right: hairpin with poly(dT) loop. Three further hairpins were designed, in which the loop sequence of hairpin 1 was modified in different regions. Six adjacent nucleotides at the A-T site, the G-C site or the central part of loop sequence hairpin 1 were substituted (bolt line) so that those sites can not participate in hydridization with hairpin 2. The schematic representation used in panels (**B** and **C**) is indicated. (B) The different monofunctionalized tetrahedrons were successfully assembled (lane 1--6). Each tetrahedron in lane 1--5 was incubated with tetrahedron hairpin 2 (lane 7--11). Resulting kissing-loop complexes are indicated by black triangles (lane 7 and 10). An intermediate possibly due to week kissing which migrates below the normal kissing complex band was visible after incubation of the tetrahedron with mismatches at the A-T rich site (gray triangle). (C) In an extended hybridizing experiment bifunctionalized tetrahedrons with different loop sequences as symbolized on top of the lanes were created and incubated with the bifunctionalized tetrahedron hairpin 2 (lane 6). While the potential interaction partners of the tetrahedron hairpin 2 had always one hairpin 1, the second was different as detailed in (A).](gkw014fig9){#F9}

Indead, using mono-functionalized tetrahedrons, we could identify the lateral regions as important determinants for a stable kissing interaction, while changes in the sequence of the central part did even slightly enhance the stability of the kissing complex possibly by stabilizing the lateral hybridization (Figure [9B](#F9){ref-type="fig"}). This effect was also observed for an alternative mismatched central loop region (Supplementary Figure S7). If the A-T rich site was modified to be no longer involved in kissing annealing, the remaining G-C rich part led to the appearance of a structure, reminiscent of the intermediate seen in Figure [7A](#F7){ref-type="fig"} when the kissing complex was disassembled by temperature. No kissing annealing and no intermediate were observed for changes in the G-C-rich site, which might be due to the stronger interactions between guanine and cytosine compared to thymine and adenine.

Next we asked for the stability of kissing complexes formed by bifunctionalized tetrahedrons (at different vertices) with one original hairpin 1/hairpin 2 pair and one pair of hairpins as described before. In contrast to the first situation, the two possible kissing interactions might influence each other. We already showed, that while in general more kissing interactions increase the kissing complex stability, still, interactions involving different vertices (as compared to the same) empede effective kissing interaction of all stem-loops.

As expected from the results shown in Figure [9B](#F9){ref-type="fig"}, the highest yield of kissing complex was observable when a hairpin was used whose central part could not participate in base pairing (Figure [9C](#F9){ref-type="fig"}). This could be confirmed by using the alternative mismatched central loop region (Supplementary Figure S7) as described above. However, unexpectedly, the original kissing interaction (between hairpin 1 and 2) yielded less kissing product than the interaction involving one classical pair of hairpins and one pair with laterally changed sequences. Apparently, the interactions of the two fully complementary loop sequences negatively influenced each other, perhaps because less stable interactions were sustained. However, the downsizing of the complementary region at one loop in a way, that lateral kissing interaction was enforced, possibly favored a compact conformation that allowed the formation of a stabilized complex with all loops kissed simultaneously.

DISCUSSION {#SEC4}
==========

For the design of defined DNA nanostructures, it is essential to understand the properties of the used components. This opens the possibilities of controlling the assembly and final structure of the nanostructures and of applying such nanostructures for special purposes. We combined tetrahedrons with stem-loop structures to take advantage of the fact that the loop sequences can hybridize to each other if there are complementary sequences in the loop region. This non-canonical hybridization is called kissing-loop interaction. DNA tetrahedrons have been described and characterized in the past and show certain advantages for application in DNA nanotechnology. The synthesis of such tetrahedrons is relatively simple, e.g. the tetrahedrons can be assembled with four synthetic oligonucleotides, and the costs are low ([@B8]). As an advanced possibility, although not yet applied in this work, a tetrahedron could even be assembled from only one polynucleotide, which can be produced as single-stranded DNA in bacteria ([@B35]). Such biological synthesis might provide the opportunity for large-scale application of the modified tetrahedrons developed in this work. The tetrahedrons are robust DNA nanostructures. The lengths of the edges within the same tetrahedrons can be different ([@B14]), and even the length of an edge can be switched between two states ([@B36]). In our work, the robustness of the tetrahedral design could be confirmed by the observation that the modification of the constituting oligonucleotides, leading to the addition of one or more stem-loops, even at different vertices, still led to correct folding of the structure; this was demonstrated by the observations that the structure was ligatable and that the ligation product was not accessible to ExoIII digestion. However, so far, the usage of DNA tetrahedrons in contrast to, e.g. DNA origami ([@B28]), for nanotechnological purposes has been limited because only a few attempts have been made to assemble DNA tetrahedrons into larger structures. Such approaches also introduced free DNA ends into the tetrahedron sequence, possibly decreasing the stability of the tetrahedrons in the presence of environmental influences or exonucleolytic digestion.

Whereas hairpins are a common motif in RNA due to their single-stranded structure (e.g., in t-RNA), in DNA, the canonical Watson--Crick duplex is the dominant form. Natural DNA stem-loops are poorly understood but are known to play an important role in several cellular processes in prokaryotes ([@B37]), e.g. DNA hairpins in rolling-circle replication of the plasmid pT181 ([@B37]--[@B39]) as well as bacterial conjugation ([@B40]). DNA hairpins are also known to exist in bacteriophages, e.g. hairpin promoters regulating the transcription of the phage early genes ([@B41],[@B42]), and as part of the primosome at the start of prokaryotic replication ([@B37]). Even in higher eukaryotes, the existence of DNA hairpins has been discussed. These hairpins might be the causative structure for triplet expansion diseases ([@B43]). DNA stem-loop structures either might be bound by regulatory proteins or might interact with each other (kissing stem-loops). Kissing-loop interaction has been characterized, e.g. in early *Drosophila melanogaster* embryo development, in which two mRNAs dimerize via two kissing-loop interactions ([@B44]). However, due to its importance for public health, the initial kissing-loop interaction of the RNA of the HI virus is the best-examined example of kissing-loop interaction. This initial loop--loop interaction results in final dimerization of the RNA genome of the virus. The structure of RNA kissing-loops and RNA--DNA kissing-loops have been analyzed by nuclear magnetic resonance ([@B45]--[@B48]), and the investigations have been extended by determining the structure of the homologous DNA--DNA kissing-loop ([@B2]). These investigations plus additional experimental approaches using model stem-loop structures and theoretical calculations ([@B22]--[@B24],[@B34]) have led to the model of kissing-loop interaction as restricted to a short stretch of DNA. This phenomenon may be explained by the torsional stress of the annealing, which cannot be relaxed because in contrast to canonical annealing, no free DNA end is present. This implies that the kissing-loop complex is based on a weak interaction until the dimerization of the genome occurs, which is thermodynamically the much more favored form. This implication is also in line with the facts that hybridizing DNA loop regions longer than 14 base pairs promote hybridization efficiency and that two hairpins with long loop regions rapidly form long-lived kissing complexes ([@B34]). Furthermore, the topology of the DNA interaction in a kissing complex is completely different from the topology of linear DNA. For DNA hairpins, sequence-dependent formation of kissing complexes has been proposed. In the case of evenly distributed bases, kissing leads to the formation of a four-way junction ([@B23]), whereas a spatial separation of AT- and GC-rich regions allows lateral kissing interaction ([@B24]). We used the latter loop sequences in this work; kissing interaction in the GC-rich region within the loop might enable additional stabilizing base stacking ([@B24],[@B31]). With respect to our experiments, this concept opens new possibilities and questions. If kissing-loop interaction is too weak, the complex of tetrahedrons could be unstable and dissociate too fast for nanotechnological applications. However, the reversibility of kissing-loop interaction might allow the disassembly and reassembly of tetrahedron kissing complexes under certain conditions, so it might be possible to design a tunable complex. Here, we demonstrated that number and position of kissing-loops, the temperature and the cation concentration as well as the loop sequence itself are useful parameters for this tuning, as discussed in the following paragraphs.

The first observation was that in our hands, kissing interaction of tetrahedrons resulted in a dimer as the main product, even for those tetrahedrons with higher numbers of stem-loops. As expected, our results show that the number of complementary loops that can participate in kissing interaction influences the yield and also the stability of the kissing-loop complex. The formation of a more distinct band for tetrahedrons with a higher number of loops hints at higher stability, such as during exposure to forces during electrophoresis. The higher yield of kissing-loop product when more loops are complementary to each other can be explained as follows. If, in case of two tetrahedrons with three complementary loops at one vertex, one pair of loops hybridizes, the hybridization of the other pairs might be facilitated, which would be a sort of cooperativity. Another explanation for the increased yield is that if one kissing-loop is melted, there might still be up to two loop--loop pairs holding the dimeric tetrahedron complex together, which increases the chance that the melted loop--loop pair is reconstituted. Therefore, the increased yield is the result of an increased efficiency of complex formation or higher stability of the assembled complex or both. For tetrahedrons with fewer stem-loops or with stem-loops located at separate vertices, the effect is reduced. Thus, it can be imagined that further combinations of numbers and positions of complementary or even non-complementary loops will further improve the tunable stability of kissing complexes.

Cations are regularly used in annealing reactions. In this context, we could demonstrate that Mg^2+^ is involved in the formation of a kissing-loop and also can be substituted with Ca^2+^ and Zn^2+^ (Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). Mg^2+^, followed by Ca^2+^, promoted nucleic acid duplex stability. Purine bases were identified to be the preferential binding sites of Mg^2+^ ([@B49]) and were also part of the hybridizing loop sequence used in this study ([@B22],[@B24]). In addition, the necessity of Mg^2+^ for kissing complexes has been well reported for RNA HIV-1 DIS stem-loop-based kissing complexes in the dimerization pathway of HIV RNA genomes ([@B50],[@B51]) as well as for artificial RNA kissing complexes ([@B52]). It has also been reported that RNA kissing-loops display a stronger dependency on ionic strength than regular RNA helices do ([@B53]). The presence of Mg^2+^ was also demonstrated in the crystal structure of HIV RNA kissing complexes ([@B32],[@B54]). With respect to potential nanotechnological applications, especially in the pharmaceutical area, the concentration of applied cations is important. Kissing-loops already exhibit reasonable stability at low ionic concentrations, such as in the blood. In human blood, the concentration of Mg^2+^ ranges from 0.65 to 1.05 mM ([@B55]), which is similar to the range that supports kissing-loop interaction in the case of the functionalized tetrahedrons presented here. For biomedical applications, a kissing complex might be used as a shuttle. For this purpose, the complex needs to be stable at body temperature (35--40°C) and needs to disassemble in a specific part of the body if treated with hyperthermia. We were able to establish a molecular species of tetrahedron kissing complexes (three complementary loops at three different vertices) in which, at normal body temperature, the complexes are fairly stable, whereas at an elevated temperature, decay of the complexes starts. Furthermore, it might be interesting to use kissing interaction instead of canonical annealing if heat-sensitive molecules, such as proteins, are to be caged within DNA nanostructures.

We also designed alternative loop sequences (Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}, Supplementary Figure S4) and could establish tetrahedrons with several loop pairs which could dimerize by different simultaneously kissed loops. Our results also show that the character of the loop sequence could effect the kissing efficiency. For weak kissing complexes formed by tetrahedrons with only one loop a completely complementary loop sequence was necessary to guarantee a stable kissing-loop dimer. Mismatches that knocked out interactions at lateral loop regions (the A-T rich or the G-C-rich sequence) led to a dramatically reduced stability of the kissing complex. Interestingly an altered sequence at the central loop regions not complementary to the interaction loop sequence did not effect kissing stability which is in line with recently published data for kissed DNA hairpins ([@B23],[@B24]) and supports a more stable lateral hybridization. For firmer kissing complexes of tetrahedrons with more than one stem-loop at different vertices, which were eligible for caging of cargos, the effect of mismatches changed. We demonstrated this effect for tetrahedrons with two stem-loops where one loop was modified leading to mismatches. As discussed before kissing efficiency of tetrahedrons with stem-loops at different vertices was reduced in contrast to tetrahedrons with loops located nearby at one vertex. This effect was overcome by modifying the size of the complementary sequence within the loop region. This shows that the kissing modalities also depend on the manner how the nanostructures were functionalized by stem-loops. Therefore, fine tuning of the number, the position, as well as the character of the loop sequence and the resulting kissing complex might control the optimal stability and decay of drug-delivery tetrahedron complexes.

As mentioned before, kissing interaction of two loops does not include base pairing of the whole loop sequence, although total complementarity can exist. Non-annealed single-stranded regions within the loop enable the sequence-directed release of encapsulated cargos by strand invasion. This was demonstrated for one-looped tetrahedrons for which an invasion strand (capping oligonucleotide) hybridized to unpaired nucleotides of the loop sequence. The disassembly of the kissing complex was then effected by a slow strand displacement reaction. Although the kissing complex of one-loop tetrahedrons was the least stable tested complex, the disintegration of the kissing complex did not occur immediately. The above finding suggests that this weak kissing complex also had high stability. The slow disassembly by the capping oligonucleotide additionally enables fine tuning for the release of cargos adapted to the ambient medium (ionic strength and temperature). Thus, a tetrahedron kissing complex enclosing a cargo could first bind to special tissue, perhaps accelerated by the binding of proteins ([@B17]) and aptamers ([@B56]), and later on, the cargo could be liberated by disassembling the kissing complex by the addition of a capping oligonucleotide. The cargo could be transported inside the cavity between two tetrahedrons forming a kissing complex. The dimensions of the cavity might be adapted to the size of the encaged particle by changing the form of the tetrahedrons, e.g. the lengths of the edges ([@B8]) or the hairpin stems. Tetrahedrons modified with stem-loop sequences show further interesting properties which might be a valuable addition to the already existing nanotechnological toolbox. Due to the absence of 5′ and 3′ ends they should be resistant to exonucleolytic digestion ([@B9]) making them suitable for *in vivo* applications. The hybridization strength can be modified by the number and the sequence of stem-loops located at a certain vertex of a tetrahedron. Therefore the stability of the different kissing-loop complexes in a complex of two or more tetrahedrons can be variable and one can imagine that such a property can be developed into a nanotechnological mechanical element such as a hinge. In such constructs weaker hybridized kissing-loop complexes at one vertex might already melt under less stringent conditions whereas at another vertex (the hinge) the kissing complexes are more stable and therefore the kissing-loop complexes still exist. Such nanomechanical devices are interesting e.g. for nanobots. The described dependence of the hybridization of kissing-loop complexes on the presence of divalent cations and temperature might be used for the development of nanosensors especially if the tetrahedrons are labeled with fluorescent dyes allowing the read-out with the FRET technique. The described reversibility of kissing-loop interaction caused by the fact that in our system the hybridization of two complementary loop sequences is halted at the kissing-loop state and does not continue to the canonical double stranded longer DNA helix would allow to use the tetrahedrons as a part of a logical element (gate) without consumption of the used DNA structure allowing multiple rounds of computation. So several applications for the tetrahedron-stem-loop system can be imagined. The kissing-loop motif itself could also be a promising tool for the upgrade of nanobiotechnological molecules apart from the tetrahedron (e.g. cubes, octahedrons, DNA origami structures). In future experiments, several complementary loop--loop pairs with adapted loop sequences could be used for functionalization, opening the possibility of even more sophisticated complexes. Kissing-loop interaction provides moreover a simple, fast and easy way to assemble stable but modifiable structures in a one-pot reaction for carefully designed sequences.
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